
TEAM PLAYER

IN DEFENSE 
PEOPLE 
PLEASER

WHAT ARE 
THEY LIKE AT 
WORK?

- knocks on your door with a hot cup of tea when not feeling well, yet won’t 
receive the same

long to be 
appreciated and 
quietly resent 
having to do 
more than others

- smiling secretary or clerk, always says something cheerful yet disappears for 
weeks because ill

- loyal employee, stays late while everyone has gone home, secretly sulks and 
feels unappreciated and resentful

Tend to be friendly, helpful and hard working

tough buying for themselves, spend what they have on others

Caring and self-sacrificing

serve and make the world a better place

spectacular friend, catering employees, volunteers, partners

money is not their primary focus, you are

thick skin and can support a CL or take direction from a KA

GIVE THEM 
WHAT THEY 
WANT!

Feel like you are with them during the purchase and after. And that it is good for 
the people in their lives.

BUSINESS 
DELIVERABLE

SERVE THEM!

PERFECT 
CAREER OR 
BUSINESS

- purpose in the people you are in relationship with - helping and being a vehicle 
for them to live better lives or achieve a higher level - happy in any line of work 
that serves others 

- social worker, massage therapist, psychological counselor, business consultant 
or health attendant

- counter in the store, social worker or nurse, treating all with love and integrity

-professional mediator, advocate

- family business - worker at heart -rarely w/o a job - any supportive job works 
for you

-heartbeat of any organization, do extra work

-love customer and staff, work well with others, even tough ones

-does not demand the spotlight yet aware of importance in the group

- cannot be your own boss - hard to make business decisions because 
allegiance to clients



- business owners are hard to say no to clients, so try to be everything to 
everybody

-go into business with a CL or KA to handle tough money decisions

Motivation Need to feel you are with them on a purchase and afterwards

Show them how good the purchase is for themselves and for the people in 
their lives

Split on the value of money as they know they need it but hard to ask for 
what they are worth

Provide service out of the goodness of their hearts

Clients are like family

Giving and non-confrontational, can’t change a deal or raise prices

Suggestions on what they can do better in their lives

Helping them see how much they care is empowering

Selling and 
Position

Emphasize that your service or product will create an environment where 
everyone wins

Can be in the service profession, excellent “first touch”

Make people feel at home

hospitable with other staff

Invaluable on a team

Lift group morale

Not good at sales or in a position that isolates them from others

excellent listeners

need your input in making a decision

Not good lawyers as the feel everyone needs to be treated equally

Great employees, attentive, hardworking, good follow up and get the work 
done

Using statics that show how happy people are using the product or service 
helps them make decisions

Leaders only in support

Pain to resolve I have to rather than I want to

Gives too much to others and offers more than they can deliver

Refuses help when offered and feels resentful that others are disappointed 
or criticize their work rather than appreciate them

Never want to let anyone down
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Feel like they are the only ones who care and no one respects them

Pull away from people and isolate

Need help letting go of people, relationships or jobs taking advantage of 
their good nature

Need help choosing the service work they want to do, not have to do

Must see their value, know limitations and ask for help

Caring, gentle, humanistic - if clients are not happy there is no business!

-go into business with a CL or KA to handle tough money decisions

Words to use This will be good for everyone

This will make helping others even easier

I can see you care deeply about your work and the people in your life, but 
when do you get time for you?

This product helps people who do too much have more time

Family comes first

This will make life so much more fun for your children.

Keep conversation in present time and about people

Coaching Encourage them Not to work independently, but with other people, even partner 
with a KA!

Branding on 
Purpose

Color - warm reds, greens, browns, orange and rust- give the feeling of 
grounding, home and caring

Theme - service with a smile, caring, compassion, family, client always first, 
helping hand, good samaritan, brotherhood - guarantee or money back- 
anything that makes person feel they are being treated like family.

Imagery - family pic of whole staff, hands shaking, hugs, thanksgiving dinner, 
smiling faces. anything that makes a person smile and trust- simple imagery

Feel - being held in a warm embrace. customer needs to feel there is no higher 
purpose in life them to make them happy since it’s all about service for the team 
player.

Energy - warm and friendly, loyal dependable, about the customer not the 
business person. strong and grounded, not too much or too little, safe and 
caring. make people feel good about themselves and achieve their desires 
through receiving great service.

Hire by the 
Profile!

Customer Service, supporting caring qualities can help people in need - Attract 
and work best with people in need.

Need to be part of a group.

Manage, 
Motivate, 
Retain

Helpful and Sacrificing. Don’t ask them to work independently, give them 
suggestions on what to do

“People don’t 
appreciate me.”
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Give specific and detailed feedback appreciating them for services performed. Have difficulty 
saying no, feel 
resentful and 
taken advantage 
of

Never advise them to go it alone, always give them partners to work with. Servant, 
resentful, can’t 
say no

Understand they can’t say no when someone is in need, while reminding them 
their no’s are yes’s to themselves!
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